ABSTRACT Data distribution has an important role in classification. The problem of imbalanced data has occurred when the distribution of one class, which usually attends more interest, is negligible compared with other class. Furthermore, by the existence of outliers and noise, the classification of these data confronts more challenges. Despite these challenges, doing fast classification with good performance is desired. One of the successful classifier methods for dealing with imbalanced data and outliers is weighted relaxed support vector machines (WRSVMs). In this paper, the improved twin version of this classifier, which is called twin-bounded weighted relaxed support vector machines, is introduced to confront the mentioned challenges; besides, it performs in a significant fast manner and it is more accurate in most cases. This method benefits from the fast classification manner of twin-bounded support vector machines and outlier robustness capability of WRSVM in the imbalanced problems. The experimentally, the proposed method is compared with the WRSVM and other standard SVM-based methods on the public benchmark datasets. The results confirm the efficiency of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
In machine learning, the purpose of classification is to learn a mathematical model by using a set of training instances that are capable of predicting the unknown class labels of testing instances with a good generalization ability.
Imbalanced classification occurs when the number of instances which represents one class is smaller than the other classes [1] . Moreover, the class with the lowest number of samples is usually the class of interest from the standpoint of the learning work [2] . The Classification of imbalanced data can also be known as skewed class distribution in the literature [3] , [4] . Imbalanced data usually suffer from small sample size, class overlapping or small disjuncts, which is caused the classifier learning become arduous [5] - [7] .
In the problem of binary classification, the number of instances of a class may extremely outnumber in comparison with the other class. The class with more instances is described as the majority class and the class with fewer instances is defined as a minority class. In the imbalanced
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problem, standard classifier learning algorithms have a bias towards the majority class. Therefore, the minority class instances are more often misclassified.
Imbalanced classification problem is of great interest since it found in many real-world classification problems such as fraud detection [8] , remote sensing [9] , pollution detection [10] , risk management [11] , face recognition [12] , detection of oil spills [13] , disease diagnosis [14] - [16] , defect detection [17] , email spam detection [18] , customer segmentation and marketing [19] , security surveillance [20] , network intrusion detection [21] , bioinformatics [22] , manufacturing [23] , power quality disturbance [24] , and quality estimation [25] .
The classification of imbalanced data in the presence of noise and outliers can be more arduous. Factors such as subjectivity, data-entry error or the lack of adequate information that used to label each sample caused the outlier in the data [26] . In different areas, the imbalanced classification problems in the attendance of noise or mislabeled data can be found. For example, in defect detection in manufacturing, data collected by sensors might be influenced by the environmental variables or provisional malfunctioning and this might affect the labeling of the data [27] . In medical diagnosis, wrong diagnosis or error in labeling patients often takes place and have a negative impact on medical decision-making [28] .
Cost-sensitive learning is one of the standard approaches for imbalanced classification problems. This approach assigns various weights to each data sample based on its importance in the model and solves the weighted classification problem. The effect of outliers of the minority class is magnified under the cost-sensitive framework [29] , [30] .
Support vector machine (SVM) is one of the most popular supervised learning algorithms that first proposed by Vapnik [31] and is based on structural risk minimization. In this method, an optimal decision boundary is constructed which can separate two classes of samples with the maximal margin [32] . The SVM formulations are usually modeled and solved as a convex quadratic optimization problem for detecting an optimal hyperplane. SVM has advantages such as robustness, good generalization capability and unique global optimum solution in the case of the convex problem [33] .
Noise and outliers can have a negative impact on the decision boundary. A number of studies in the field of SVM considered this issue and theoretically presented a robust formulation [34] , [35] . Nevertheless, the computational challenges imposed by the resulting non-convex goals. Effective methods have been presented also for robust SVM with convex goals [36] - [40] .
One of the proposed methods to reduce the effect of outliers on the separating hyperplane in SVM is RSVM [39] . The basic idea behind it is to provide a restricted amount of penalty-free slack for data samples that may prevent the classification performance. Free slack causes to support vectors partly be relaxed and push them towards their respective classes. Another method for this issue proposed in [40] . This method which is called WRSVM assigned different weights and free slack amount to the positive and negative class.
Twin support vector machine (TWSVM) [41] create two nonparallel hyperplanes such that each hyperplane is closer to one of two classes and is quite distant from the other class. It is implemented by solving two smaller quadratic programming problems (QPPs) instead of a single large QPP, which makes the training speed of TWSVM faster than the standard SVM. Furthermore, TWSVM has a good generalization capability.
Twin bounded support vector machine (TBSVM) [42] , like TWSVM, constructs two nonparallel hyperplanes by solving two smaller QPPs. The considerable advantage of TBSVM over TWSVM is the structural risk minimization which is implemented by adding a regularization term with the purpose of maximizing the margin. This modification increases the performance of classification. TBSVM has better generalization ability than TWSVM.
There are many developed version of SVM which try to make it faster by constructing and solving two optimization problems instead of one [43] - [50] , but TWSVM and TBSVM are the most outstanding well-known ones.
Being inspired by the success of TBSVM method, we present, in this study, a new Twin Bounded Weighted Relaxed Support Vector Machine (called TBWRSVM) which benefits from the advantages of TBSVM and WRSVM methods. Similar to WRSVM, TBWRSVM concurrently alleviates the impact of imbalance and outlier to enhance the classification performance. The proposed method like TBSVM uses two hyperplanes to determine the class of new data so that each hyperplane is closer to one of two classes at the same time and far away from the other class. This makes improvement in the algorithm's capability of generalization. The considerable advantages of our TBWRSVM are performing extremely faster and being more accurate mostly than WRSVM. Moreover, it reduces the effect of outliers on the decision boundary in training procedure.
We compare classification results from TBWRSVM with standard SVM, WRSVM, RSVM and some other robust classification algorithms on public benchmark datasets in KEEL and UCI machine learning repositories.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly introduce the related works of imbalanced classification and classification in the presence of outliers. Section 3 reviews primary methods. The detail of TBWRSVM is described in section 4. The experiments and results are described in section 5. We conclude in section 6.
II. RELATED WORKS
Because of the importance of the imbalanced classification problem, many techniques have been developed to address this problem. These techniques are divided into four categories: 1) Algorithm level approaches, 2) Data level approaches, 3) Cost-sensitive learning, 4) Ensemble algorithms.
Algorithm level approaches attempt to adapt basic learning methods to bias the learning towards the minority class [51] - [53] . To understand why the classifier fails when the distribution of class is uneven in these methods, the specific knowledge of both the corresponding classifier and the application domain are required. For example in [54] a new decision tree is proposed which is robust and insensitive to the size of classes.
In data level approaches, the distribution of classes are balanced through resampling the data space [55] , [56] . These techniques avoid the modification of the learning algorithm and try to reduce the result being affected by the imbalanced data through a preprocessing phase. Synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) [57] , modified synthetic minority oversampling technique (MSMOTE) [58] and selective preprocessing of imbalanced data (SPIDER) [59] belongs to this category.
Cost-sensitive learning algorithms position between the data and the algorithm level. These algorithms allocate weights to data samples based on their importance. Many popular classification algorithms can be adapted under this framework. The SVM adaptation to the cost-sensitive learning framework is called weighted support vector machine (WSVM). In WSVM, different costs are associated with the minority and the majority class. Initial effort of applying weights to SVM is done in [60] . Fuzzy support vector machine is a type of support vector machine learning algorithm that was proposed in [61] under the cost-sensitive learning framework. The FSVM technique assigns various fuzzy membership to each data sample to consider their importance such that different data samples can make various portions to the learning of separating hyperplane. Another cost-sensitive method that is called z-svm proposed in [62] performing a weighted approach for the positive class. The purpose of this method is maximizing G-mean to regulate the hyperplane and diminish skew into the minority class. In [63] a cost-sensitive algorithm is extended that on the base of the data distribution adjusts the class boundary and the kernel matrix.
Ensemble learning is a method that incorporates the outputs of several base learners to obtain a new classifier. The main objective of ensemble learning is to improve the classification performance. Cost-sensitive Boosting such as AdaCost [64] , RareBoost [65] and Boosting-based ensembles such as SMOTEBoost [66] , RUSBoost [67] belongs to this category. Also, Bagging-based ensembles such as overBagging [68] , underBagging [69] can be named.
The Classification of imbalanced data in the attendance of outliers is a very challenging work. In an imbalanced problem, the minority class might contain very few samples. Since under the cost-sensitive learning framework the minority class data points are associated with higher weights; therefore, the outliers receive high weights and contribute strongly to training. Consequently, the effect of outliers of the minority class will magnify [29] , [30] . Hence, the use of these methods becomes problematic. This problem may also affect the performance of classifiers significantly [70] . Not only cost-sensitive methods but also preprocessing and ensemble learning methods suffer from sensitivity into noise or outliers [71] .
Three popular approaches exist for dealing with outliers. The first approach contains extending algorithms that are less sensitive to noise and are robust such as Robust-C4.5 [72] , ND-AdaBoost [73] , RSVM [39] , WRSVM [40] , modified FSVM [74] and FSVM-CIL [30] . The pruning method is developed in [72] in order to completely eliminate the effect of outliers. In [73] a new version of boosting algorithm is extended that integrated a noise detection based loss function with AdaBoost to regulate the weight distribution at each iteration. In [39] a method is proposed in order to decrease the impact of outliers on the support vectors that is called relaxed support vector machine (RSVM). In this approach, for relaxing the support vectors, a limited amount of penaltyfree slack variable is used and decision boundaries pressing into their class boundaries. Reference [40] proposed a cost-sensitive algorithm that improve RSVM with allocating various weights to the minority and majority classes which is called WRSVM. WRSVM incorporates the costsensitive approach of WSVM and the relaxation approach of RSVM. In [74] FSVM combined with kernel correction method which is done based on the Riemannian metric.
Outliers have recognized in [30] by fuzzy membership values and their effects have reduced under the principle of cost-sensitive learning, then incorporated them in learning of imbalanced data with the use of a fuzzy support vector machine. In the second approach, the outliers are detected and removed by applying outlier detection and elimination techniques. Then the remaining data are used in the learning process. References [75] - [77] are some works in this approach. In the third approach, mislabeled data is correcting [78] , [79] .
III. PRIMARILIES
In this section, an outline of SVM, TWSVM, WSVM, RSVM and WRSVM is stated in summary.
Before these overviews, formally, let {x k , y k } n k=1 be the training data set which is a set of n column vectors of data points in the real d dimensional space d . k-th input pattern is x k and k-th output pattern is y k and y k ∈ {−1, +1} determines the label of k-th instance. n = n + + n − where n + and n − are the size of positive and negative classes respectively. Suppose that the set of sample indices is denoted by I and I + and I − indicate the set of sample indices for positive and negative classes, respectively.
A. SVM
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [31] , [33] is a classification method that finds an optimized hyperplane to separate space of two classes which expressed by a normal vector w ∈ d and a hyperplane offset b ∈ . It is gained by maximizing the margin. SVM solution will be achieved by minimizing the following primal target function:
In this equation, (.) is a function for mapping input space to feature space and c > 0 is a penalizing parameter. By slack variables ξ i , misclassification permission is added to the formulation which measure the error of samples classification.
The Wolf dual of the primal problem can be written as follows:
Optimization of the dual function leads to solution of the convex quadratic programming problem (QPP) of (1) . In this equation, K (x i , x j ) is appropriate used kernel matrix and α ∈ n is a vector which signs Lagrangian coefficients.
Expressive parameters of discriminative hyperplane based on QPP solution can be computed as (3) .
Here α * is the solution of dual problem and the number of support vectors (SVs) is indicated by N sv . By finding separator hyperplane, class membership of a new untrained sample can be decided by the sign of the function
B. TWSVM AND TBSVM
The innovation of Twin Support Vector Machine (TWSVM) [41] is the generation of two nonparallel hyperplanes in a manner that each hyperplane is more nearby to one of the two classes and is as far as possible from the other. Instead of one (with all data in constraint), two smaller sized quadratic programming related SVM-type problems are solved by TWSVM, so as a result, TWSVM is faster. Generally, definition of two separator hyperplanes is as follows:
= 0, and
where
where A and B are matrices containing d-dimensional data samples of classes 1 and -1, so the sizes of matrices A and B are n + × d and n − × d respectively. Equation 4 is generally expressed in non-linear mode. By considering K (x T , C T ) = x T C, w (1) = C T u (1) and w (2) = C T u (2) , we have the linear form of it. The first hyperplane is found by solving the following optimization problem:
Here c 1 > 0 is a constant between the maximum margin and the minimum classification error and e 1 and e 2 are vectors of ones of convenient dimensions.
Dual of the mentioned problem can be obtained by constructing the Lagrangian function and assuming KKT 1 conditions. Alike, supposing c 2 > 0 as a trade-off parameter, the second hyperplane can be stated as:
+ ξ ≥ e 1 , ξ ≥ 0. (7) 1 Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
Twin Bounded Support Vector Machine (TBSVM) [42] is a classifier extended based on TWSVM. In TBSVM, to maximize some margin and minimize the structural risk as a result, a regularization term is appended to the formulation. Generally, as TWSVM, definition of the optimization problems are as the following equations:
+ e 2 b
(1)
and min
In this equations c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 are trade-off constants and ξ, η are indicative of slack variables. Similar to TWSVM, linear case can be obtained, also, by finding the solution of the corresponding dual problems, the nonparallel proximal hyperplanes of (4) are attained.
C. WSVM
In standard SVM and many other versions of it, the importance of all data samples is equal in the training phase. When the data set is imbalanced, this importance equality might be distasteful. One way to address this problem is weighting of the samples. Applying the cost-sensitive learning framework to SVM leads to Weighted Support Vector Machine (WSVM) which was also found as Fuzzy SVM in some studies. Reference [61] is one of remarkable adapted algorithms to this approach. It is developed for achieving more flexible training process in which each sample is associated with a weight. Primal modified version of SVM was introduced by Veropoulos and colleagues [60] to classify imbalanced binary data. In this method, different costs are used corresponding to the positive (c + ) and negative (c − ) classes. By solving the following optimization problem, the optimal hyperplane was found in this case.
With the weighting parameters c + and c − , dedication of different ''importance'' to the misclassification of classes is accomplished in this equation.
D. RSVM AND WRSVM
Performance of classification may be badly affected by attendance of some samples (misclassified samples or outliers).
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Relaxed Support Vector Machine (RSVM) is presented by the purpose of influence reduction of these samples which is done by producing unpenalized (free) slack [39] . RSVM is given in (11) .
By nϒ, forenamed restricted amount is given in optimization problem, where parameter ϒ determines average slack per sample. υ i are distributary variables of free slacks to samples.
Applying RSVM to imbalanced data may not entail desirable outcome, because positive and negative classes don't make difference for this method and the penalty term is identically assigned to all samples without considering relevant class sizes.
Due to the mentioned issues, weighted version of RSVM, WRSVM, which is tailored for imbalanced data, has been proposed [40] , [80] . Combination of cost-sensitive attitude of WSVM and relaxation attitude of RSVM is occurred in WRSVM concurrently. Formulation of WRSVM is as follows:
As it is obvious, for compatibility to imbalance, the defined constraints in WRSVM attribute distinct amounts of total free slack to the positive and the negative classes.
IV. PROPOSED TWIN BOUNDED WEIGHTED RELAXED SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (TBWRSVM)
In this paper, we proposed a new improved version of WRSVM, which is called Twin Bounded Weighted Relaxed Support Vector Machine (TBWRSVM). TBWRSVM inherits specifications of cost-sensitive, relaxation and twining approach from methods of WSVM, RSVM and TBSVM, respectively. In this proposed method, to accelerate the training process and gain better performance, two smaller and simpler optimization problems are solved and two nonparallel hyperplanes are found. Also like TBSVM, the efforts, in TBWRSVM, have been made to minimize the structural risk by adding a regularization term to the formulation of optimization problems, which are given in succedent:
Here, w 1 ∈ n + is the normal vector and b 1 ∈ is the offset of the hyperplane that is closer to the positive samples and is as far as possible from the negative one; similarly, w 2 ∈ n − is the normal vector and b 2 ∈ is the offset of the hyperplane pertaining to the negative samples. Other notations are as similar mentioned methods.
Dual of these problems can be obtained by use of Lagrangian function and KKT conditions. For the first problem, this computation is done as follows:
where α, β and λ are Lagrange multipliers vectors. The KKT necessary and sufficient optimality conditions [81] are stated as following:
Due to λ ≥ 0 and condition 19, we obtain
Afterwards, (25) is resulted by combination of (16) and (17) 
by defining the follows
The dual of the first problem is specified by use of these conditions and replacement in Lagrangian function:
For the second hyperplane, the dual problem and above equations can be reiterated similarly:
Two computed problems are for linear case of TBWRSVM. In the following, nonlinear problems are described. Here, the kernel-generated surfaces (instead of hyperplanes) are determined as:
In these surfaces, K is the predestinate kernel. The linear optimization problems are altered in this case, as follows:
Lagrangian and KKT conditions can be determined as similar. Likewise, the dual of these problems are calculated by (34) to (37) . (35) and max
. (37) V
. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
First of all, in this section, we introduce the used data sets and then represent the evaluation criteria for performance evaluation of algorithms. Finally, the proposed method is compared with its standard counterparts and the results are reported.
A. DATA SET
To validate the performance of TBWRSVM, we exert it on several benchmark data set for imbalanced classification which is commonly used in testing machine learning algorithms. The applied data set is given in Table 1 . Intrinsic imbalance ratio (r int ) of each data set are imported in the last column of table. r int is calculated as the number of majority class samples to number of all data. The two last datasets, Dermatology and Cleveland, are innately imbalanced data (without distribution altering). These data sets are available in UCI 2 and KEEL 3 data sets repositories.
B. EVALUATION CRITERIA
In this paper, In order to compare the methods, two common criteria were used: G-mean and CPU time. These criteria are defined as follows:
Accuracy is one of the prevalent criterion for classifications performance measurement which is calculated by dividing the number of correctly classified samples to the total number of training samples [82] . Nevertheless, maybe it is not a suitable performance measurement for imbalanced classification problems since the majority class dominates the behavior of this metric. For example, in an imbalanced problem where 95% of the data belong to the majority class and 5% to the minority, if all data assign to the majority class, classification accuracy will be 95%. Whereas, in imbalanced classification problems, the correct recognition of the minority class is more important. For this reason, some other proper criteria like G-mean [83] , ROC Curve (AUC) [84] and F-measure [85] are being used in this field. In our evaluations, G-mean is the main criterion. This criterion is based on two criteria namely specificity and sensitivity. These criteria are described by the TP, FP, FN, and TN instances, which stand for the numbers of true positive, false positive, false negative and true negative, respectively. The formulas for computing these measures are as follows:
G-mean is the geometric mean of specificity and sensitivity, which can be a reliable performance measure for imbalanced classification. Its formula is defined as follows:
2) CPU TIME This measure is the average time which is required to build hyperplanes.
C. MODEL SELECTION
The SVM and its diverse developments, such as WRSVM and TBWRSVM algorithms have some parameters that should be adjusted during the training phase; specifically, the regularization parameter and the Gaussian kernel width parameter for SVM and WSVM and also the total free slack parameter for WRSVM and TBWRSVM. For reducing the number of examinations in parameter combination, we used a nested uniform design model selection algorithm [86] . Nested uniform design methodology has been proposed for efficient, robust and automatic model selection for support vector machines. The uniform design [87] is one type of space-filling designs that search its design points to be uniformly diffused in the experimental domain. This method searches the parameter space by probing the points that minimize a discrepancy function among their empirical distribution and the theoretical uniform distribution. In order to detect the close-tooptimal parameter set, this process can be applied iteratively in a nested manner. The optimal points are selected based on several classification evaluation measurements. What we use is L2-discrepancy measure.
Assume that there are N parameters over a domain C n . Here the purpose is selecting a set of m points P m ={x 1 ,. . . ,x m } ⊂ C n so that these points are uniformly distributed on C n . F(x) is the cumulative uniform distribution function over C n and F m (x) is the empirical cumulative distribution function of P m . the L2-discrepency of P m is defined as follows:
In order to determine the near-optimal parameter, this technique performs a parameter space search in a multiple-stage process. Because the pursued problem is imbalance, we select the optimal parameter set based on the highest G-mean value. The model selection process is as follows: 1) Select a parameter search domain and specify an appropriate number of levels (factors in design terminology) for each parameter. 2) Select an appropriate uniform design table to contain the number of parameters and levels (most UD tables are available at UD-web. http://www.math.hkbu.edu.hk/ UniformDesign) 3) From the uniform design table, determine the run order of experiments arbitrarily and then fill the uniform table using the performance evaluation of each parameter combination. 4) Amend the search around the point with the highest performance measure value by repeating step 1-3.
More details are available in [40] and [86] .
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we express the result of evaluation of TBWRSVM in comparison with TWRSVM, WRSVM, RSVM, TWSVM, TBSVM, FSVM, WSVM, and SVM models. TWRSVM (Twin Weighted Relaxed Support Vector Machine) is our other proposed method, which is an incorporation of WRSVM and TWSVM. All methods are implemented in MATLAB R2015a 64 bit on a 2.3 GHz quad-core CPU with 16 GB RAM and Windows 7. LIBSVM-3.12 is used to solve the SVM model and LIBSVM-weight-3.12 is used to solve the WSVM model. CPLEX 12.6 64 bit is used to solve the related optimization problems of TBWRSVM, TWRSVM, WRSVM, and RSVM. Evaluation criteria of each method are measured by the standard 10-fold crossvalidation methodology. Selection of parameter in each iteration of the 10-fold cross validation is based on the nested uniform design [86] which is done on training data. For SVM, FSVM, WSVM, TWSVM, TBSVM, RSVM, WRSVM and TWRSVM, we use a 13-run UD sampling pattern at the first stage and 9-run UD sampling pattern at the second stage. We adopt a 5-run at the third stage. For TBWRSVM, we adopt a 17-and 13-run of the nested UD sampling pattern for the first and second stages. For the third stage of the nested UD for TBWRSVM, we use 9 points. The ranges of parameters in our computational experiments are summarized in Table 2 . It should be noted that for defining the search range of γ (the width parameter of the Gaussian kernel), we used the proposed heuristic in [86] . Performance metrics are calculated using the test data. All data have zero mean and unitary standard deviation because of normalization which has been done just before their classification process. We use RBF kernel in our execution. Several imbalanced ratios (r imb ) of r int , 80, 85, 90, 92, 95 and 97 are considered in our experimental implementations. As it was mentioned, r int presents intrinsic imbalance ratio of dataset. Since we should consider different ratios, other ratios are computed by randomly omitting some minority samples. For adding artificial outliers to each dataset, class labels of some farthest samples in the majority class are varied to label of minority class. Outlier ratio (R out ) is determinant of this variation amount which is defined by a percentage of total samples. In the experiments, outlier ratio of 10%, 15% and 20% are utilized to investigate impact of different outlier levels ranging from low to high. Tables 3, 4 outlier ratio of 10, 15 and 20. This amount is followed by TWRSVM with number of 12, 13 and 14 for outlier ratio of 10, 15 and 20 respectively. Fig. 1 shows these totality values for all methods as a bar diagram.
Outliers of the minority class impress on classification results. Amount of impression depends on two factors: the distribution and the geometry of classes [40] . Obviously, high outlier ratio has more impression. Fig. 2 shows this impression on G-mean for outlier ratios 0% to 50% for TBWRSVM in comparison with TWRSVM, WRSVM and TBSVM. The Figure illustrates this for three datasets Heart, Flare solar and Pima, which the left and right columns are plotted for imbalance ratios of 90% and 97%, respectively. By glancing at the plots, it is clear TBWRSVM is better than others in the most points. It is notable that G-mean value is not decreased so much by growth of outlier ratio and even in some cases it is increased, which significantly affirms the suitability of our proposed method for imbalanced datasets.
TBWRSVM is expected to perform much faster in comparison with WRSVM. CPU time of TBWRSVM and WRSM and also TWRSVM are given in Table 6 . It is obvious, TBWRSVM is faster in the most cases and it has significant results in comparison with WRSVM, something about more than 20 times faster on average.
Here, the Friedman test [88] was utilized to determine the superiority of TBWRVM in comparison with TWRSVM, WRSVM and RSVM in a more accurate manner. This test is a non-parametric statistical test and its basis is considered ranking. Its usage is for difference detecting in treatments across various test endeavors. The results of the Friedman test in terms of G-maen for outlier ratios of 10, 15 and 20 are listed in Table 7 . Based on this test, our proposed TBWRSVM is superior. High amount of this value for TBWRSVM and its difference with others implies great improvement of it. It should be noted that RSVM has a low amount of the ranking value in this test which may be associated with its development's goal which make it to be outlier robustness but not to be proper for imbalanced data in particular.
Wilcoxon signed-rank test [89] is another non-parametric statistical test which is exploited for statistical affirmation of CPU time results. In this test, the null hypothesis is that the two methods are similar in terms of CPU time and 0.05 is the regulated significance level in this test.
According to Table 6 , very high difference between TBWRSVM and WRSVM in CPU time is thoroughly evident. So we apply Wilcoxon signed-rank test for comparing TBWRSVM and TWRSVM which are close to each other. Results of this test for outlier ratio of 20 are given in Table 8 , which null hypothesis is disapproved (0.001<0.05) based on it and the CPU time for TBWRSVM is less than TWRSVM. It's obvious, TBWRSVM is faster.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new Twin Bounded Weighted Relaxed Support Vector Machine (called TBWRSVM), which can concurrently deal with the impact of imbalanced data and outlier noise, enhance classification performance and do it in significant fast manner.
In the presented method, instead of one optimization problem, two problems are utilized to achieve high-speed runtime. Moreover, to increase the generalization ability, a regularization term is added to the primal problem with the aim of maximizing margin. In addition, to deal with the imbalanced data and to reduce the effect of noise and outliers, the penalization cost and a limited value of free slack are used respectively.
Experiments have been made on several data sets, indicating that the proposed method is premier to the other methods such as TWRSVM, WRSVM, RSVM and other robust classification methods. This superior is demonstrated in both computation time and classification accuracy in most data sets for both low and high outlier ratio.
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